We introduce the concept of heterogeneity in background fitness to evolutionary dynamics in finite populations. Background fitness is specific to an individual but not linked to its strategy. It can be thought of as a property that is related to the physical or societal position of an individual, but is not dependent on the strategy that is adopted in the evolutionary process under consideration. In our model, an individual's total fitness is the sum of its background fitness and the fitness derived from using a specific strategy. This approach has important implications for the imitation of behavioural strategies: if we imitate others for their success, but can only adopt their behaviour and not their social and economic ties, we may imitate in vain. We study the effect of heterogeneity in background fitness on the fixation of a mutant strategy with constant fitness. We find that heterogeneity suppresses selection, but also decreases the time until a novel strategy either takes over the population or is lost again. We derive analytical solutions of the fixation probability in small populations. In the case of large total background fitness in a population with maximum inequality, we find a particularly simple approximation of the fixation probability. Numerical simulations suggest that this simple approximation also holds for larger population sizes.
Introduction
Evolutionary dynamics explores how strategies change over time and space in structured or unstructured populations (Bürger, 2000; Cressman, 2003; Durrett and Levin, 1994; Fu et al., 2007; Helbing, 2010; Hofbauer and Sigmund, 2003; 1988; Imhof and Nowak, 2006; Maynard-Smith, 1993; Nowak, 2006; Nowak and May, 1992; Nowak and Sigmund, 2004; Samuelson, 1998; Traulsen and Nowak, 2006; Weibull, 1997) . These strategies can be alleles in a genetic context or behaviours in social interactions (Nowak, Tarnita, and Wilson, 2010; Tarnita et al., 2012) . In the simplest case, these strategies have a fixed fitness. Even in this case, population structure can have subtle influences, suppressing or amplifying selection (Allen and Tarnita, 2012; Bürger, 2000; Cressman, 2003; Helbing, 2010; Hofbauer and Sigmund, 2003; 1988; Imhof and Nowak, 2006; Lieberman et al., 2005; Nowak, 2006; Nowak and Sigmund, 2004; Nowak, Tarnita, and Antal, 2010; Samuelson, 1998; Skyrms and Pemantle, 2000; Tarnita et al., 2009; Traulsen et al., 2005; Weibull, 1997) . One important aspect of many real-world population structures is that different physical locations or positions in society have different value (Nowak, 2012) : A good breeding site may give a breeding bird an advantage that is sometimes connected to its own behaviour (Kokko, 2002) but sometimes also independent of its own behaviour (Misenhelter and Rotenberry, 2000) . A good school district can be influential for one's career progression (Cullen et al., 2005) .
Inherited wealth may positively affect reproductive success (Essock-Vitale, 1984) . We consider evolutionary dynamics in such a setting and ask how heterogeneity in the implicit value of different physical or societal positions affects the evolutionary dynamics. Our model does not include explicit spatial structure, but only considers different values for each position. In a biological context, this would mean that nesting site quality can crucially contribute to the spreading of new mutations, in addition to behavioural or physiological change associated with this mutation. In a social interpretation, it would mean that we imitate successful individuals, assuming their success derives from a behaviour we might be able to copy. It may also be the case, however, that we not only imitate those who are successful due to their behaviour, but also those who are successful due to heritage or their social and economic ties. In the latter case, the imitation may be in vain, but this does not preclude strategies from spreading.
In our approach, we assume that fitness is the sum of the background fitness associated with a certain position (or location) and the fitness derived from the strategy of an individual. We assume that 3 / 19 a strategy can spread from any position to any other position through individuals copying each other.
Thus, we can use the convenient mathematical properties of well-mixed, unstructured populations when it comes to the changes in the abundance of a strategy. At the same time, however, the distribution in background fitness allows to address an important aspect of population structure that has not been considered in this context so far. In contrast, spatial and social heterogeneity has been considered in the case of evolutionary dynamics in degree-heterogeneous networks (Cavaliere et al., 2011; Lieberman et al., 2005; Perc and Szolnoki, 2008; Poncela et al., 2009; Santos and Pacheco, 2011; Santos et al., 2012; 2008; Szabó and Fáth, 2007; Szabó and Szolnoki, 2012) . Another source of heterogeneity arises from different kinds of interactions within the population (Chatterjee et al., 2012; Fu et al., 2008; McNamara et al., 2004; Rand et al., 2013; Taylor and Nowak, 2006; Wang et al., 2010) . Also in population genetics, heterogeneity in offspring number and nest sites has been addressed (Eldon and Wakeley, 2005; Lessard, 2007; Wakeley, 2008) .
Our model is based on a Markov chain with two absorbing states -a new strategy is eventually either lost or reaches fixation in a finite population. In homogeneous populations, the transition matrix of these processes of reduces to a tri-diagonal matrix, leading to closed expressions for the time to absorption or the probability to reach a certain state (Altrock and Traulsen, 2009; . In the case of heterogeneous wealth distribution, such an approach fails and these quantities typically must be inferred numerically based on standard methods (Grinstead and Snell, 1997) However, the same method leads to a full analytical solution in closed form for small populations. For larger populations, the corresponding analytical expressions become cumbersome, but a Taylor expansion of the small population result in the important limit of large heterogeneity gives us an approximation that numerically also holds for larger populations. Throughout this paper, we adopt terms (e.g. "wealth", "rich", "poor", "inequality" etc.) inspired by economics and sociology. But a biological meaning for each of these words can readily be inferred (e.g. "resources", "high quality of nest site", "low quality of nest site", "heterogeneous nest site qualities" etc.).
An evolutionary process with heterogeneous background fitness
We assume a finite population of size N with two types A and B. Evolution proceeds by selecting one individual proportional to its total fitness to reproduce asexually. Its identical offspring replaces another individual chosen with uniform probability to die (Moran, 1962) . This implies that in each time step, the number of individuals of a certain type can change at most by ±1. Hence, the dynamics can be captured by a simple birth-death process, which allows calculating the probability of fixation and the associated time as well as several related quantities in closed form analytically (Antal and Scheuring, 2006; . When mutations arise infrequently, the fixation probability is a relevant measure to describe the average abundance of types in a mutation-selection equilibrium (Fudenberg and Imhof, 2006; Wu et al., 2012) . In this case, a mutant will fixate or go extinct before another mutant arises. Thus, the system effectively reduces to an evolutionary process jumping between the two absorbing states where all individuals use the same strategy.
An individual's total fitness f is the sum of that individual's background fitness b and the fitness derived from the strategy s the individual has chosen:
where (0 ≤ ≤ ) denotes an individual in the population. Note that we assume that the strategy of the individual has an impact on the fitness that is only dependent on the individual's type. We assume no frequency-dependent interactions between types, such that $ > 0 is a fixed number. Due to heterogeneities in the background fitness $ , however, our state space is not only determined by the number of individuals of one type, but also by the unique position of each individual. Therefore the transition matrix is no longer tri-diagonal, excluding many analytical approaches based on this property. Thus, calculating a closed form for the absorption probabilities and times becomes much more cumbersome.
We assume that an offspring inherits its parent's strategy, but it does not receive its parent's background fitness. Instead, the offspring "inherits" the background fitness of the individual who was chosen for death and thus previously occupied the same location. In other words, the topology of background fitness remains unchanged over time, but strategies evolve on top of the background fitness topology. The fixed background topology thus represents a static environment in which the strategies change due to biological or cultural reproduction. Such an environment could be breeding sites in biology (Misenhelter and Rotenberry, 2000) or economic wealth in human society (Wolff, 2002) .
Background fitness effectively reduces intensity of selection
We assume there exist two strategies A and B. We are interested in the fixation probability of a single mutant of type A in a population of − 1 individuals of type B. Let $ and $ denote the fixation probability and average absorption time of type A if the mutant arises in location , and let and denote the average fixation probability and absorption time of type A if the mutation arises at a random location in the population:
We combine an analytical approach, which is feasible for small populations only, with computational approaches. Numerically, we compute properties from the exact transition matrix of the Markov Chain and run stochastic agent-based simulations. Agent-based simulations proceed as follows: in every time step, one individual is selected proportional to fitness to reproduce and one individual is selected at random to die, until the population has reached a homogeneous state in which all individual are of type A or B. We average over realisations for every possible initial location of the mutant to calculate $ .
Thus, the fixation probability of a randomly arising mutant is the average over realisations.
We are interested in the effect that heterogeneous background fitness has on the fixation probability of a randomly arising mutant. We expect that heterogeneity in background fitness modulates and neutralises the effects of selection on a strategy, similar to some population structures (Lieberman et al., 2005; Traulsen et al., 2005) or the introduction of a random number of interactions in evolutionary games . Intuitively, the strength of selection becomes effectively weaker when any background fitness is introduced. This is because the total fitness of an individual is no longer just derived from using a strategy, but also from a fixed, non-negative background fitness (see Equation (1)). Depending on their relative value, either strategy-dependent fitness or individual background fitness may have a greater impact on the total fitness. An intuitive prediction is that for a large enough value of total background fitness in the population and under perfect inequality, the probability of fixation approaches the case of neutral drift, 1⁄ . In other words, if the total amount of background fitness is large and all of it is in the possession of one individual , then fixation of type A occurs only if the mutant arises in individual . Mutations arise at a random position in the population, and therefore the probability of fixation must converge to 1⁄ .
We numerically confirm this hypothesis of perfect inequality (Figure 1 ): We vary the fitness of the mutant type A in a population of size = 30 to find the fixation probability for 4 values of the rich individual's wealth, 7 . For 7 = 0, we recover the well known results for constant selection of a mutant with fitness in a homogeneous population. As 7 increases, the fixation probability increases for disadvantageous mutants, < 1, and decreases for advantageous mutants, > 1. In other words, by increasing the amount the rich individual possesses, fixation of the randomly arising mutant strategy becomes less dependent on the strategy's advantage or disadvantage and more dependent on the origin of the mutation: The quality of an individual's position, not its strategy, becomes the determinant for evolutionary success. For 7 = 100, the probability of fixation is already very close to the neutral case where 7 = B . This is an example of how high inequality in background wealth suppresses selection.
4.
Unequal wealth distributions suppress selection more than an equal distribution
We note that in Figure 1 , as the wealth of the only rich individual 7 increases, so does the total wealth K. In other words, the total wealth in the population is increasing but all of it is in the possession of one individual. All of the examples with 7 > 1 in Figure 1 are thus examples of perfect inequality, although the extent to which the rich individual possesses more background wealth varies greatly. But this raises the question if selection is suppressed because the total wealth has increased or because inequality has increased.
We therefore separate the effects of K and 7 on fixation. To this end, we are not only interested in the fixation probability of type A when 7 = but also when wealth is distributed differently in the population. Wealth can be distributed in many different ways within the population.
We focus on those distributions where the total wealth is split by an increasing number of individuals within the population. That is, in the most unequal case, the total wealth is in the hands of one individual ( = 1). The same amount of total wealth is then successively owned by two players ( = 2), then by three ( = 3), and so on, until it is split evenly among all individuals ( = 15) (Figure 2 ).
We clearly observe that both forces are driving the suppression of selection (Figure 2 ): the total amount of wealth in the population and also the inequality in the distribution of the total wealth within the population affect the effective intensity of selection. An increase in the total wealth in the population also leads to the probability of any fixation being closer to neutrality: it defines the possible magnitude to which selection can be suppressed at a minimum and at a maximum. How much selection is suppressed is then entirely determined by the inequality in wealth distribution. The more unequal the wealth is distributed, the more selection is suppressed (i.e. closer to neutrality within the possible magnitude defined by the total wealth). Conversely, the more equally wealthy everyone is, the less the effect of selection suppression is.
If there exists no background wealth, heterogeneity is obviously absent and has no effect. As background wealth increases, inequality suppresses selection at a faster rate than does equality of the same total wealth , which leads to the observed disparity of fixation probabilities in the middle section of (Figure 2 ). This trend, however, is bound by a global minimum (that is, neutral drift) for both inequality and equality. Hence, as total background wealth becomes very large, selection is suppressed to a similar extend by both inequality and equality because neither can suppress selection
These results show that selection is suppressed when background wealth is added. Intuitively, this makes sense because with higher background fitness, the addition of a small fitness value from the strategy has little impact. This effect is amplified by an unequal allocation of wealth within the population. To understand the exact mechanism, we use an analytical approach to study heterogeneity.
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We analytically solve the fixation probabilities in populations of size = 3, 4 and 5. We also provide an approximation that numerically holds in the limiting case for larger population sizes.
Perfect inequality is a strong suppressor of selection
Based on the Markov Chain process, we construct a stochastic transition matrix ℳ such that ℳ >L is the transition probability to go from to ; , ∈ {1, … , 2 8 }. The state space of the transition matrix is described by all possible binary strings of 1s (A) and 0s (B). The absorption probabilities $ into A are the elements of the eigenvector to the largest eigenvalue of ℳ (Grinstead and Snell, 1997) . We find the fixation probability and absorption time of a randomly arising mutant numerically based on Equations 2 and 3.
The transition matrix is of size 2 8 × 2 8 . Therefore closed analytical solutions of our model are only feasible for small . We use numerical solutions based on the transition matrix because, in contrast to stochastic agent-based simulations, solutions derived directly from the Markov Chain process are exact and do not require a large number of realisations. For an analytical solution, which leads to results that can be interpreted most easily, we rearrange the matrix elements in ℳ into its canonical form and derive the fundamental matrix containing information on all transient states (Grinstead and Snell, 1997) . In the canonical form, states are renumbered such that the transient states come first, followed by the two absorbing states where all individuals use the same strategy.
where is a 2 × 2 identity matrix (once all individuals use the same strategy, the state is not left again), is a × 2 zero matrix (one cannot escape from an absorbing state), ℛ is a non-zero 2 × matrix describing fixation, and is a × matrix describing the dynamics within the transient states.
Here = 2 8Z7 is the number of unique positions of all individuals in a population of size .
For an absorbing Matrix Chain, there exists an inverse of the matrix ℐ − . is called the fundamental matrix of ℳ, and = ℐ + + B + ⋯ (Grinstead and Snell, 1997) . Each entry $> of contains the expected number of time steps the chain is in state , given that it starts in state .
Hence, the time to absorption $ , given that the process starts in state , is the sum over all entries of in row . Let $> be the probability that the process will be absorbed in the absorbing state , given that it starts in the transient state . Let be the × 2 matrix with entries $> :
Specifically, we speak of a fixation probability if the process begins in a transient state where only 1 mutant exists. This is only the case for a subset of entries in . The size of this subset depends only on the distribution of the background fitness.
We can perform the above procedure analytically and thus obtain a closed solution of our model in the case of small population sizes = 3, 4 and 5. While analytical solutions for larger population sizes are theoretically attainable, they come in intricate form and are very difficult to interpret beyond = 5. This is because the starting point for an analytical solution is the transition matrix and the analytical procedure implies that we need to find an analytical form for its eigenvector.
As noted above, the transition matrix is of size 2 8 × 2 8 . Therefore, this procedure quickly becomes very cumbersome as increases.
We calculate the exact solutions for the fixation probabilities for = 3 for any arbitrary background wealth distribution = ( 7 , B ,`) from Equation (5). Despite the small population size, the exact general solution for an arbitrary wealth distribution spans multiple pages. † For ease of reading, we therefore only print the solution in the case of perfect inequality and simplify our notation:
we set 7 = for the rich individual and B =`= 0 for the two poor individuals. We then obtain for the fixation probability of the rich individual:
a$bℎ = (7cd)(a e fgcgdcBd h icBa j (Bcd)c(7cd)(Bcd) h ) B(Bc`dcd h )ca(77c7kdcld h cBd e )ca h (7mcBBdc7kd h ckd e cd j )ca e (77c7kdcld h cBd e )cBa j (Bc`dcd h )
Similarly, for each of the two poor individuals, we find: nooa = a h fpc`dcd h ica e (gcqdcpd h cd e )cBa j (Bc`dcd h ) B(Bc`dcd h )ca(77c7kdcld h cBd e )ca h (7mcBBdc7kd h ckd e cd j )ca e (77c7kdcld h cBd e )cBa j (Bc`dcd h ) (7) † A complete solution can be obtained from ohauser@fas.harvard.edu.
Finally, using Equation 2, we can also calculate the fixation probability of a randomly arising mutant = 7 f a$bℎ + 2 nooa i: = a h (7Bc7qdc7md h ckd e cd j )ca e (B7c`rdc7gd h cpd e )cka j (Bc`dcd h ) (B(Bc`dcd h )ca(77c7kdcld h cBd e )ca h (7mcBBdc7kd h ckd e cd j )ca e (77c7kdcld h cBd e )cBa j (Bc`dcd h ))
When = 0, no background wealth is present in the population and Equations (6), (7) and (8) reduce to the well known fixation probability in the case of a homogeneous environment without any background wealth, Furthermore, the analytical solution approaches 1⁄ in the limit of → ∞ (Figure 3a) , which is also expected from our argument above: When the total wealth in the population is large and one individual owns all this wealth, fixation can only occur if the mutation arises in the position with high background fitness (Figure 3b ).
The exact solutions from the Markov Chain process provide very useful insight into the evolutionary dynamics in a heterogeneous population. They are, however, long and complicated to interpret. We therefore also present approximated solutions that are more intuitive and easily derived from previous results. For each of the three population sizes = 3, 4 and 5, we find the first-order
Taylor approximations for large for the equations corresponding to (6), (7), and (8):
For very large , only the leading term in Equation (11) prevails, ≈ 1/ , which is in agreement with the limiting case discussed above. We find that the first order approximations work very well for small populations with high population wealth under perfect inequality (for instance, the fixation probability of a randomly arising mutant using Equation (11) for = 3 is shown in Figure 4a ). Moreover, numerical simulations suggest that the Taylor approximations are also in reasonable agreement with slightly larger population sizes (Figure 4b,c) . In general, we expect this approximation to hold for larger if the wealth of the rich individual also increases. That is, 1/ enters in a similar way as does in the weak selection approximation of the fixation probability under constant selection, = In that case, the approximation is valid only for ( − 1) ≪ 1. Similarly, in the present case the convergence radius also depends on , and . For example, in the case of large , ( − 3) B /((1 + ) ) ≪ 1 is required.
Time to absorption decreases in a wealthy population under perfect inequality
In addition to the probability of fixation of a mutant, we are also interested in how fast the mutant either fixates or goes extinct. The absorption time measures how many time steps need to be taken on average to reach either of the two absorbing states -that is, either a state of all A or all B individuals. It can be calculated from summing over the line corresponding to the initial condition in the fundamental matrix of the Markov process (Grinstead and Snell, 1997) .
In a population of size = 3, the unconditional absorption times of a rich and poor individual are, respectively:
a$bℎ = `(p(Bc`dcd h )ca(`rcmBdc`pd h cqd e )ca h (pqcqrdcmmd h c7qd e c`d j )ca e (`gcmpdcBgd h ckd e )cka j (Bc`dcd h )) B(B(Bc`dcd h )ca(77c7kdcld h cBd e )ca h (7mcBBdc7kd h ckd e cd j )ca e (77c7kdcld h cBd e )cBa j (Bc`dcd h )) (12) nooa = `(p(Bc`dcd h )cBa(7mcBrdcld h cBd e )ca h (pqckmdcp7d h c7Bd e cBd j )ca e (`gcmpdc`rd h cgd e )cka j (Bc`dcd h )) B(B(Bc`dcd h )ca(77c7kdcld h cBd e )ca h (7mcBBdc7kd h ckd e cd j )ca e (77c7kdcld h cBd e )cBa j (Bc`dcd h ))
The unconditional absorption time of a randomly arising mutant (Equation 3) thus is: = 7B(Bc`dcd h )cBa(pmckkdc`md h cqd e )ca h (7ppcB7rdc7`gd h cpBd e cgd j )ca e (777c7kBdcqgd h cBrd e )c7qa j (Bc`dcd h ) B(B(Bc`dcd h )ca(77c7kdcld h cBd e )ca h (7mcBBdc7kd h ckd e cd j )ca e (77c7kdcld h cBd e )cBa j (Bc`dcd h ))
Again, these three equations reduce to the well-known result from homogeneous populations for = 0 (Altrock and Traulsen, 2009 ).
When we look at the absorption time of a randomly arising mutant (Equation (14)), we find that higher inequality leads to fewer time steps until absorption (Figure 5a ), relative to the same amount of wealth being equally distributed among all individuals. When we look at the individual components of the absorption time, we find that mutations arising in poor individuals generally absorb more quickly than equally wealthy individuals or rich individuals (Figure 5b) . Intuitively, the higher the inequality in a population, the quicker the poor individuals absorb back into the resident state. This is a consequence of inequality as it hinders poor individuals from fixating and fosters their extinction.
The absorption time of the rich individual depends on the relative advantage that the background wealth bestows on it. When the background wealth of the rich individual is comparable to the payoff values of the competing strategies, the time to absorption is longer. This is because the advantage from background wealth is small and rich individuals are therefore only selected slightly more often for reproduction than poor individuals.
As the wealth advantage increases, however, the time to absorption decreases rapidly. The advantage that the background wealth provides to the rich individual increases and selection favours this individual for reproduction. The rich individual's strategies reach fixation more often and more quickly than the poor individuals' strategies.
Discussion
We have shown that heterogeneity in background fitness reduces selection regardless of the strategy payoff. Background fitness is a concept that has been previously proposed to incorporate environmental or otherwise contributing factors to competitiveness, fitness and evolutionary survival Deng et al., 2011; Knez and Camerer, 1995; McNamara et al., 2004) . Equal background reduces the intensity of selection: the payoff values of each strategy are scaled proportionally to the homogeneous background fitness of all individuals (Deng et al., 2011; . We focus on shifting the distribution of background fitness among individuals in a population. A heterogeneous distribution of background fitness is a possible way to address this issue.
Such heterogeneities may exist in economic, social, cultural, or other dimensions that are all prevalent in nature and society Chen et al., 2007; Droz et al., 2009; Norton and Ariely, 2011; Perc and Szolnoki, 2008; Santos et al., 2008) .
Our results show that inequalities in background fitness can lead to suppressed selection.
Many types of suppressors of selection are known Lieberman et al., 2005; Nowak et al., 2003; Traulsen et al., 2005) . The largest extent to which selection can be suppressed is if the affected trait fixates at random in a population, neutralising the effects derived from fitness entirely (Nowak et al., 2003) . We show that large inequality can lead to this kind of neutral drift. Our work complements an existing literature in population genetics on heritable traits when selection is weak and elements of population structure are heterogeneous (Eldon and Wakeley, 2005; Lessard, 2007) .
The evolution of frequency-dependent traits, such as cooperation, under heterogeneous background fitness is another interesting aspect alongside constant selection for a heritable trait. It has been argued that inequality can either increase cooperation in the public goods management (Olson, 1965; Ruttan and Mulder, 1999; Wang et al., 2010) or, much in contrast, lead to the downfall of cooperation (Varughese and Ostrom, 2001) . Neither effect has been discussed in the context of evolutionary biology. Our work provides a first step towards (constant) evolutionary games in a finite population, by separating out the effects of interaction from the background fitness of individuals.
Moreover, evolutionary game theory has received much attention on networks (Abramson and Kuperman, 2001; Fu et al., 2008; Lieberman et al., 2005; Perc and Szolnoki, 2010; Santos and Pacheco, 2005; Szabó and Fáth, 2007; Van Segbroeck et al., 2009; Zschaler et al., 2010) . Many networks have been studied in regards to imitation of traits or spread of pathogens or emotions (Christakis and Fowler, 2007; Fowler and Christakis, 2008; Hill et al., 2010; Keeling and Eames, 2005) . Recently the interest in directed networks (Masuda and Ohtsuki, 2009) or degree-heterogeneous networks has increased Cavaliere et al., 2011; Santos et al., 2006) and produced stimulating results. It would be interesting finding the connection between heterogeneous background fitness and heterogeneous networks.
In our model, we have also shown that absorption times under constant selection are negatively affected by heterogeneous background fitness. In other words, the more inequality exists, the faster absorption takes place. This stands in contrast to findings on a graph with heterogeneous edge weights in which the mean absorption time increases (Voelkl, 2010) . While heterogeneity leads to an increase of absorption time in some models (Frean et al., 2013) , it can be a catalyst to determine whether or not a strategy goes to fixation. We find that, when fixation time is very fast in an unequal population, often the mutant went extinct after arising in a poor individual. This is the case because a poor individual is unlikely to be selected for reproduction when inequality in background fitness is large.
Finally, the co-evolution of background fitness and strategic fitness could lead to interesting dynamics. The tendency that individuals in different classes of background fitness might show towards choosing an appropriate strategy is a crucial feature of many real-world examples, such as differences in votes between social classes over tax reforms (Ogburn and Peterson, 1916) . Other evidence comes from field studies Bardhan, 1984) that show that head-end and tail-end farmers in irrigation systems derive different incentives from their location, which in turn influences their strategy whether or not to cooperate. increases, the fixation probabilities of any wealth distribution shift towards neutral drift. A wealth distribution here refers to the number of rich actors that share the total wealth in the population. The fewer rich people own the total population wealth (the smaller ), the more selection is suppressed.
Perfect inequality ( = 1) is the strongest suppressor of selection, regardless of the total wealth . In contrast, when all individuals are equally wealthy, the fixation probability is least suppressed for any given total wealth in the population ( = 15). Lines show the fixation probabilities in a homogeneous population and neutral drift. to fixate than if all were equal. This is because the advantage from background wealth is small and rich individuals are therefore only selected slightly more often for reproduction than poor individuals.
